Three years ago, Congress passed the First Step Act, the first major federal criminal justice reform legislation in nearly a decade. The culmination of years of bipartisan advocacy, the law included both long-overdue changes to excessively punitive federal sentencing laws and reforms aimed at improving conditions in the federal prison system.

This brief examines the structure of the First Step Act’s prison reforms, how they have been implemented, and what more Congress and the Department of Justice (DOJ) must do to realize their potential.

Background

In the 1980s, Congress enacted rigid mandatory penalties, which require judges to impose minimum terms of incarceration for certain federal crimes or when certain statutory criteria are satisfied. Sometimes these penalties are triggered by specific conduct, such as possessing a firearm or possessing drugs above a specified threshold quantity. These laws significantly expanded the size of the federal prison system and led to an explosion in racial disparities in punishment, all without addressing drug use or improving public safety.

The federal prison system strained under the effects of these penalties, with lawmakers describing a “state of crisis” as the prison population climbed. Indeed, the federal prison population grew eightfold between the 1980s and the mid-2010s, outpacing growth in state-level incarceration, with weapon and drug offenses making up more than 60 percent of the growth in federal imprisonment. Mechanisms for checking excessive custodial sentences did not keep pace. Compassionate release, for example, which allows a federal court to reduce or end a prison sentence for “extraordinary and compelling circumstances,” was severely underused. People in prison had limited opportunities to earn early release through their conduct; “good time” credits, earned for good behavior while incarcerated, amounted to at most 47 days per year of incarceration.

Congress began to rectify this situation in 2010 with the Fair Sentencing Act, which reduced the crack/powder cocaine sentencing ratio from 100:1 to 18:1 in drug trafficking cases and eliminated the five-year mandatory minimum for simple possession of crack. However, these changes applied only prospectively, meaning that people sentenced before the law went into effect remained in prison, serving the same wildly disproportionate sentences that Congress had just repudiated. Additionally, the act did not address the long-standing consensus that federal prisons were failing to provide meaningful programming and rehabilitation to incarcerated people.
The First Step Act attempted to address these shortcomings. Among other things, its sentencing reforms made the Fair Sentencing Act (FSA) retroactive, permitting people sentenced under the old 100:1 crack/powder cocaine penalty scheme to apply for resentencing as if the Fair Sentencing Act’s 18:1 ratio had been “in effect at the time the covered offense was committed.” The act also revised other mandatory minimums and for the first time allowed people in federal prison to petition a federal court for compassionate release. Additionally, and critically, it introduced a system for people to reduce their time spent in prison by participating in programming and activities.

The First Step Act’s changes to federal sentencing laws had an immediate, significant impact. As of May 2021, roughly 3,700 people had benefited from a reduction in their sentence under the provision making the Fair Sentencing Act retroactive. The average sentence was reduced by around three years, or roughly 25 percent. And, according to the Bureau of Prisons, the act has led to compassionate releases or sentence reductions in more than 4,200 other cases. The act’s other sentencing reforms have begun to impact new cases, too. The restoration of judicial discretion in select drug cases benefited roughly 1,400 people in the first year of enactment.

### The FSA’s Prison Reforms: Challenges and Successes

Unfortunately, errors and half-starts have marred the roll-out of the First Step Act’s prison reforms.

The act aimed to create a system that would encourage people in prison to participate in programming designed to reduce recidivism — that is, the risk that they would come in contact with the criminal justice system, through arrest or otherwise, after release. This new system has several key components:

- **Incentives and rewards for program participation.** The act incentivizes engagement with “evidence-based recidivism reduction programming” (e.g., drug treatment or literacy programs) and “productive activities” (e.g., work or vocational training) by awarding time credits for participation that people can apply toward early transfer to supervised release, home confinement, or a residential reentry center (i.e., a halfway house). However, a laundry list of disqualifications excludes people convicted of certain offenses from participating.

- **A risk assessment tool.** This tool is designed to determine the “recidivism risk of each prisoner” and the “type and amount of evidence-based recidivism reduction programming for each.” Risk scores generated by the tool affect both the number of time credits individuals can earn and how they can redeem them, making its design and implementation vital to the act’s success.

- **Expanded recidivism reduction programming opportunities.** The act also seeks to expand the availability of job training and other programming for all incarcerated individuals.

Unlike the act’s sentencing reforms, these changes to the prison system were phased in, to give the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) time to build out the relevant policies. The final rule governing the awarding of time credits did not go into effect until January 2022.

Along the way, the act’s corrections reforms have hit a series of snags in implementation, requiring continued attention from policymakers to ensure that they succeed. What went wrong?

**Rocky Start to Earned Time Credit Implementation**

The core of the First Step Act’s corrections reforms is a system that allows some people to receive earned time credits (ETCs) for participating in designated programming or activities behind bars, such as drug treatment or cognitive behavioral therapy. ETCs effectively shorten sentences, making them a powerful incentive for participating in programs. Implementation of the ETC system stalled, however, after the act’s passage. The BOP initially refused to award ETCs and issued draft regulations that would have sharply limited the reach of the program.

That changed in January 2022 when the BOP, responding to broad and bipartisan criticism, issued a rule that dramatically increased the rate at which completed programs translate to ETCs. Simultaneously, the BOP calculated and awarded ETCs retroactively back to the date of the First Step Act’s enactment. As a result, by April 5, 2022, more than 6,100 people had been transferred to supervised release and another 3,155 people had been transferred to prerelease custody — that is, a residential reentry center or home confinement.

Under the law and current regulations, eligible people can earn 10 to 15 days of ETCs for every 30-day period in which they successfully participate in programs or productive activities. (People deemed minimum or low risk earn 15 days, while those classified at higher risk levels earn 10 days.) Once they have accrued time credits equal to the time remaining on their sentence, those credits can potentially be cashed in for either an early transfer to supervised release (by up to a year) or to prerelease custody.

Yet not all people are eligible to earn ETCs. The act excludes those convicted of many crimes. These exclusions prevent nearly half of the federal prison population from benefiting from credits.
appear to serve no policy purpose. According to the Independent Review Committee (IRC), the expert panel tasked with helping the BOP implement the law, there is “no significant difference in the collective recidivism-risk profiles of the BOP’s ETC-eligible and ETC-ineligible inmate populations.”

Additionally, despite the announcement of new rules improving the ETC system’s operation, it appears that the process of awarding ETCs continues to move slowly. People in federal prison have reported that they are not having their time credits applied or not being released as early as they should be, and that BOP staff have not received training or guidance in how to operate the new system. These missteps point to a need for continued oversight to ensure timely and accurate implementation.

**Flawed Risk and Needs Assessment Tools**

The First Step Act calls for an assessment system to evaluate each person’s risk of recidivism (defined as arrest or return to prison within three years of release) and criminogenic needs (factors that, unless addressed, may predict future contact with the criminal justice system).

The act’s corrections reforms rely on the system’s accuracy and fairness. People who score as minimum or low risk earn ETCs more quickly than those in higher risk categories. The BOP is also required to apply credits earned by people categorized as minimum or low risk toward prerelease custody or supervised release. In contrast, individuals classified as medium or high risk must meet additional criteria, including special approval by the warden, before their credits can be applied against their sentence. Additionally, those in the higher risk categories cannot earn early transfer to supervised release; they can apply their credits only to prerelease custody.

These high stakes make it particularly important that the risk and needs system be transparent, fair, and unbiased. Unfortunately, the part of the system focused on criminogenic needs was slow to be deployed. Worse, the system released by the DOJ for assessing risk, called PATTERN (Prisoner Assessment Tool Targeting Estimated Risks and Needs), remains flawed despite major revisions and renewed attention from the Biden administration.

Some elements of PATTERN have improved over time as the DOJ has responded to stakeholder criticism. But correcting all of its flaws would require fundamentally reevaluating what type of risk PATTERN measures and how it translates that risk to policy judgments — a top-to-bottom reconstruction that goes beyond the remedies the administration has proposed to date.

**Background on PATTERN**

Like any risk assessment tool, PATTERN was developed to predict the likelihood of a defined behavior based on a series of inputs associated with that behavior. It seeks to predict a specific type of recidivism: “a return to BOP custody or a rearrest within three years of release from BOP custody, excluding all traffic offenses except driving under the influence and driving while intoxicated.”

The tool works by collecting information on a person and assigning them points based on factors in their background, which add up to a total risk score. Each factor carries a different weight; for example, completing a prison program will subtract one to three points from the total score. By contrast, being under the age of 26 can add a significant number of points. The BOP then determines how to translate these scores into a policy judgment — whether the person presents a minimum, low, medium, or high level of risk.

Different versions of the tool exist for men and for women, and for predicting general recidivism risk (defined as the likelihood of rearrest or return to BOP custody for any offense) and violent recidivism risk (the same likelihood but for an offense deemed violent). These tools serve as the basis for an early release credit system that allows some incarcerated individuals to earn credits to be applied against their sentence. To receive these credits, people must meet additional criteria, including special approval by the warden, before their credits can be applied against their sentence.

Risk assessment tools are designed to calculate the likelihood that someone will engage in certain behaviors based on characteristics they share with others in a group. Predictions tend to rely on a mix of dynamic factors, which people can change over time (such as participation in prison programming), and static factors, which people cannot change (such as age and criminal history). Before being put into practice, these actuarial tools are usually calibrated by comparing their predictions against data gathered from the real world. Risk assessment isn’t math; it’s policy. Indeed, these models reflect policy choices at every phase, from judgments about risk tolerance to beliefs about criminal behavior. As a result, they remain both controversial and imperfect. They often classify individuals inaccurately and tend to misclassify people who are unlikely to pose a real threat as moderate or high risk. An overreliance on static factors can also lead these tools to incorrectly classify Black people and others from overpoliced and disadvantaged communities as high risk. Last, because tools are tested against historical data, they risk replicating biases in that data when predicting risk. For example, historical racial disparities in policing can lead an algorithm that was calibrated using arrest data to predict, incorrectly, that Black and white people reoffend at different rates — when in fact they are merely policed at different rates. In the words of one expert, “No predictive tool is better than the data set from which it originates.”
different purposes, but — critically — when the risk tiers they produce diverge, the higher score governs. Practically, this means that someone's potential ability to transfer to prerelease custody is limited until and unless they score into the low or minimum tiers on both assessments.  

### Missteps in PATTERN’s Development (2019–Early 2022)

PATTERN’s rollout was characterized by implementation mistakes and policy missteps, raising concerns that the tool entrenched racial bias in the prison system, relied on an overly conservative definition of recidivism risk, and failed to account for people’s capacity for personal growth and change while incarcerated. These issues plagued the first years of implementation, even if (as discussed below) the DOJ has since taken steps to partially correct them.

- **Technical errors.** PATTERN required repeated technical corrections just to function as designed. Reviews conducted by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), the DOJ agency tasked with reviewing the tool to guarantee its accuracy, revealed mistakes in how the model's variables were defined and applied. A January 2021 NIJ report identified scoring, coding, and weighting errors and recommended a revised version of PATTERN. In the months that followed, the NIJ found even more errors, described in a December 2021 report. These problems were compounded by human error by BOP staff in the scoring process. As a result, many people in BOP custody were assigned to the wrong risk category, even as the DOJ relied on PATTERN to make potentially life-and-death decisions about whether to transfer people to home confinement during the pandemic.

- **Racial bias.** In November 2021 the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) reported that the vast majority of Black people in BOP custody — more than 70 percent — were classified by PATTERN as medium or high risk. Further releases show that PATTERN continues to overpredict the likelihood that Black, Hispanic, and Asian people will commit new crimes or violate rules after leaving prisons, relative to white people in prison. These biases stem in part from PATTERN’s focus on rearrest. Arrest is a poor proxy for criminal activity, as it may reflect policing decisions — where officers are deployed and their biases in making arrests — rather than actual criminality. Designing a risk assessment tool based on arrest patterns also means relying on data tainted by decades of discriminatory policing, a concern raised by stakeholders years ago.

    For that reason, the IRC, among others, has recommended a narrower definition of recidivism, one that “might better identify individuals likely to engage in serious criminal activity post-release” and potentially reduce the tool’s reliance on racially biased data. In 2020, however, the DOJ rejected calls to redesign PATTERN to include a narrower definition of recidivism, such as reconviction or re-incarceration, claiming such a definition would be unworkable because of data limitations.

- **Risk tolerance.** Translating a PATTERN score to a risk designation is a policy judgment. There is no objective quantifier of acceptable risk. Instead, it is up to policymakers and the algorithm’s designers to define risk and decide how much of it their system should tolerate. In making those judgments, the DOJ initially adopted a set of fairly conservative cut points — borders between risk categories — that were derived in part from the average predicted risk of recidivism of people released from the BOP. But early data about recidivism among those scored by PATTERN showed that fewer than 2 percent of people scored as low risk were rearrested between July 2019 (when PATTERN was implemented) and September 2020. Further, only 4.5 percent of “high risk” individuals were rearrested in the study period. That data led the Urban Institute to conclude that PATTERN overpredicted recidivism and that individuals with a higher PATTERN score should properly be classified in a lower risk category.

- **Variable weights.** Choosing which factors in someone’s background PATTERN should consider when scoring them is also a policy choice, as is the weighting of those factors — even if the latter is informed by mathematics. Contrary to Congress’s intent, PATTERN has consistently overemphasized static factors like age and criminal history, which makes it difficult for people to change their assessment score over the course of their incarceration. Dynamic factors are weighted less heavily, and more than half of the dynamic factors in the model actually increase a person’s risk score. Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, just 23–35 percent of people in one NIJ analysis had been able to reduce their assessed risk level “at the last assessment compared to the first.” The stickiness of PATTERN assessments suggests that the tool does not yet appropriately account for personal growth — or program participation — during incarceration.

### Revisions to PATTERN (April 2022–Present)

In April 2022 the DOJ finally announced a plan to address some of these issues. The attorney general approved a new version of PATTERN that attempts to fix the problems discussed above, and the BOP announced that it would use the new tool to rescore all individuals in its custody.

Alongside this revision, the DOJ announced that it would revise the cut points for evaluating general recidivism risk to increase the percentage of people who qualify...
for lower risk tiers. Under the new cut points, 55 percent of the BOP’s male population and 83 percent of its female population are projected to fall into the minimum- and low-risk categories under the general tool — up from 44 and 78 percent, respectively. Cut points for determining violent recidivism risk remain unchanged.

This change was specifically adopted to “help mitigate the effects of various racial and ethnic disparities associated with previous risk groupings” — that is, to reduce the tool’s racial bias — and will indeed result in more Black and Hispanic people being categorized as minimum or low risk, as shown in table 1. However, the changes will not correct PATTERN’s tendency to over-predict the recidivism risk of nonwhite people, as the DOJ itself conceded.

Nor does this revision really address PATTERN’s overly conservative risk profile, because it leaves the cut points for evaluating risk of violent recidivism unchanged. As shown in table 2, those cut points erect a high bar for inclusion in the lower risk categories. As currently drafted, fully 80 percent of people classified as a medium risk of recidivism would go on to have no rearrest for a violent offense, to say nothing of reconviction or re-incarceration. And recall that risk assessment outcomes do not lead to immediate release; they instead determine “who is given more robust incentives to engage in rehabilitative programming and who might earn a change in the type of prerelease custody.”

Changes to the general tool’s cut points will likely allow people to earn ETCs faster under the provision granting additional ETCs to people with low PATTERN scores. But they may have limited impact on the ETC system’s broader functioning, as a high violent score will continue to override a low general score when determining someone’s eligibility to apply ETCs to prerelease custody or supervised release. This limited impact also means racial disparities in access to prerelease custody will persist.

Taken together, the April 2022 revisions fall short of addressing every problem with PATTERN and the First Step Act’s use of risk assessment tools generally. But these remedial efforts represent progress, as does the greater level of transparency in the DOJ’s and NIJ’s more recent reports.

Delayed Criminogenic Needs Tool
In March 2022 the DOJ finally released a report on the last component of the act’s prison reforms: its assessment tool designed to identify and address each prisoner’s specific criminogenic needs. The tool, SPARC-13, is intended to complement PATTERN by directing people in prison toward programming that meets their needs.

While it is too early to evaluate SPARC-13’s implementation, several details from the DOJ’s initial report stand out. For one, BOP staff report low levels of familiarity with the needs assessment system and how to administer it. The tool also appears to rely heavily on self-reporting by imprisoned people themselves, leading to a very high rate of refusal for some assessment areas. Nearly one-third of those assessed refused to be screened for trauma, for example. The BOP should work to reduce this refusal rate, including by making people aware that by refusing screening they may forgo opportunities to earn time credits.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>WHITE</th>
<th>BLACK</th>
<th>HISPANIC</th>
<th>NATIVE AMERICAN</th>
<th>ASIAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original cut points</td>
<td>44.0%</td>
<td>55.7%</td>
<td>31.7%</td>
<td>51.0%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised cut points</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
<td>43.1%</td>
<td>64.4%</td>
<td>33.8%</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATTERN RISK CATEGORY</th>
<th>PREDICTED LIKELIHOOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>98.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>90.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>79.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lack of Adequate Prison Programming

For the ETC system to succeed, the BOP must significantly expand the availability of programming and productive activities. That is a heavy lift. Historically the BOP has failed to provide enough programming to satisfy the needs and wants of the people in its custody, even before accounting for the contemplated expansion. Pandemic restrictions significantly hindered what programming was available; many programs were “highly impacted” by the virus, and some shut down entirely. But the IRC warned in 2020 that “even a full return to pre-COVID-19 BOP programming levels will not be sufficient to make available evidence-based recidivism reduction programs and productive activities” for all eligible individuals in BOP custody by 2022, and it identified troubling demographic disparities in program participation among eligible individuals.

The final ETC system offers a partial response to this problem by allowing eligible people to earn credits if their program is interrupted through no fault of their own. But it is unclear whether this rule applies when a person is unable to even start a program. The rule’s explanatory text states that “inmates will not be penalized if specifically recommended [programs] are unavailable to them or at full enrollment at their facilities,” but the rule itself references only program “interruption.” This lack of clarity is concerning, particularly in light of a recent BJS report showing that the programs providing the most hours of credit were, at least through the end of 2021, also the least available. Some reports also indicate that BOP staff are not receiving clear guidance from DOJ leadership on how to implement new policies and regulations, and that programs may not be staffed or resourced to ensure a prompt and faithful rollout — further complicating an already byzantine system.

That said, recent information from the DOJ gives some reason for optimism. The DOJ’s latest publication describes a significant increase in the number of approved programs available to people in prison. During FY 2021, BOP staff also “recorded a marked increase in participation” in prison programming and productive activities. Furthermore, the BOP recently posted and filled a wide range of positions related to First Step Act implementation and contracted for evaluations of its programs. Last, the DOJ reported that more than $362 million “in appropriated FSA funding” had been used “to expand reentry programs and their delivery.” It is not clear how much of that funding was new, how much was distributed from elsewhere within the DOJ, and how much the BOP may still need to make up for programming shortfalls.

The Path Forward

For all its successes, the First Step Act continues to fall short of its promise. Yet its problems are fixable. Some solutions can be achieved simply through executive action; others call for congressional intervention, which may be (and certainly should be) achievable on a bipartisan basis.

The Department of Justice is equipped to make immediate policy changes that could drastically expand the reach of the First Step Act’s correctional reforms. The following steps would ensure that the department’s implementation efforts better align with congressional intent:

- **Prioritize transparency.** Despite long-standing requests from criminal justice reform advocates, among others, the DOJ has not released the data needed to fully assess PATTERN for accuracy and bias. Stakeholders will continue to regard PATTERN with skepticism and distrust until the department releases the information necessary to independently evaluate and validate PATTERN and adopts a practice of timely disclosures about progress and setbacks in its implementation.

- **Revise PATTERN.** Recent revisions to the risk assessment tool show that the DOJ understands the need to rebuild trust in this area of the act’s implementation, but much more needs to be done. The DOJ should start by reorienting PATTERN to focus on predicting a different type of recidivism — the risk of reconviction or re-incarceration, rather than rearrest. This change alone would reduce racial disparities in PATTERN’s risk predictions. Additionally, the DOJ should revisit its decision to leave unchanged PATTERN’s cut points for predicting violent recidivism.

- **Expand prison program offerings.** The list of programs that allow people to earn time credits has until recently been quite short, and it is unclear how much demand remains unmet since recent expansions. The BOP should continue to build out prison programming services and interpret rules expansively to ensure that people can earn credits where programs are inaccessible or booked. Additionally, the BOP should ensure that correctional staff are fully trained to implement new rules being promulgated by the DOJ, and provide transparency on how that training is conducted.
Congress should address structural problems in the First Step Act’s design by taking these steps:

- **Broader eligibility for earned time credits.** The percentage of people in prison eligible for ETCs is far too small: half of those incarcerated by the BOP are ineligible because of their offense of conviction. There is no public safety justification for these exclusions, and Congress should repeal them.

- **Decouple PATTERN from earned time credit eligibility.** The First Step Act’s use of PATTERN to determine how much time individuals serve in prison is fundamentally flawed. It is also unusual: most state systems use risk assessments only for more limited purposes. Congress should amend the First Step Act to limit PATTERN’s role in its corrections reforms. Specifically, Congress should detach risk classification from ETC eligibility so that all people incarcerated by the BOP are incentivized to participate in programming and productive activities.

- **Increase funding for prison reforms.** Early in its implementation, the act suffered from funding shortfalls, with Congress even failing to appropriate new money for implementation during the law’s first year. While recent reports indicate that the BOP’s implementation efforts are now on better footing, policymakers should ensure, through oversight and sustained contact with BOP administrators, that the agency has the resources it needs to deploy high-quality prison programming to all people and in all facilities where it is needed.
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